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712 Architects and Engineers Find More Evidence of Explosive Controlled Demolition of the 9-1101 WTC Buildings Collape .eml
The History of American Government Massive Cover Ups

National Institute of Standards and Technology, U.S. Dept. of Commerce.
"The United States Department of Commerce is the Cabinet department of the United
States government concerned with promoting economic growth."
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Building fires are NOT hot enough to melt structural steel.
The towers were designed to withstand direct hits by commercial aircraft, including their
fuel and resulting fires.
Ask yourself, who is lying, the independent UL engineers or the government NIST
political "engineers".
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Photo of cut beam from video
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Statement of a 29 Year CIA person William Christison
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FBI agent Coleen Rowly Wrote a Letter To the FBI blowing the whistle on the 911 cover
story
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A Lt. Col survivor at the Pentagon testifies there was no debris at the Pentagon crash site
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TO: Property Rights Groups, Freedom Foundations, Washington State Senate, House,
Supreme Court, King Communist County, King County Ag, Media

Clips above from frames of this MUST SEE video on 911 link below.



This is a documentary of an Italy based investigation, see credits above.
Thank you Devvy Kidd for sending this out and for your Monday column, July 6,
2009, links below

The video is one hour and 45 minutes but you can get the drift in the above slides.



You may want to save the link in Favorites and watch as you can.
Also you can drag the slider below the video and do a fast forward scan to get the
driftNow .
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1. http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=2296490368603788739
I. Now we have the following groups and individuals confirming there has been a
cover up of the 911 disaster
1. 712 American architects and engineers and rapidly growing - see article above if
you haven't
2. An Italian investigation group
3. A FBI Whistle Blower
4. A CIA agent
5. Underwriters Laboratories
6. A Lt. Colonel at the Pentagon
7. Plus many First Responders who heard explosions disassociated with the time and
location of the impacts
8. Plus many more that have been ignored and swept under the government
bureaucratic rugs to cover up the truth
II. Also this is a MUST Read to connect further dots of cover ups, "How Many
More Lies" by Devvy Kidd http://www.newswithviews.com/Devvy/kidd453.htm
1. Flight KAL 007 shot down allegedly in Soviet air space and the cover up by
American government of survivors put into Soviet prison camps and never released
2. TWA 800 cover up
3. Oklahoma Murrah building bombing cover up
4. 9-11-01 cover up
III. Plus add the following of additional historical cover ups
1. The undeniable orchestration of the illegitimate colonial "Constitutional
Conventions" by an elite minority that did not come close to representing the
majority
2. The undeniable fact that the several Commonwealths and Republics legislators did
not directly debate it NOR vote on it
3. NOR did the people vote
 the Constitution is a product of the elite creditor class of the states NOT the
people
 the so called "delegates" were not elected by the people, they were preselected
 such that the 2/3 FOR and 1/3 AGAINST "votes" were predetermined
4. The United States Constitution DEFIED its own founding charters
 the Articles of Confederation required an unanimous ratification
 the Declaration of Independence were violated by the direct tax taking clauses
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in the Constitution
the "Laws of Nature and Nature's God" were violated by the subversion of
direct tax taking
the vast majority of the "delegates" did not want direct taxes at all and others
with severe limitations
our birthrights were subverted by the direct tax taking
NO charters or laws of the land can sanction a tax upon its own kind in a free
society
the wealth of a great nation is built on indirect corporate taxation, the sale &
lease of its natural resources and its import customs duties
To tax one's own natural born Sons and Daughters and their Children is to
enslave them
Jesus said you do not tax the sons but take from strangers
 And when they had come to Capernaum, those who
collected the two-drachma tax came to Peter, and said,
 "Does your teacher not pay the two-drachma tax?"
 He said, "Yes."
 And when he came into the house, Jesus spoke to him
first, saying, "What do you think, Simon?
 From whom do the kings of the earth collect customs
or poll-tax, from their sons or from strangers?"


And upon his saying, "From strangers," Jesus said
to him, "Consequently the sons are exempt.
 New American Standard MATTHEW 17:24-27

http://hiwaay.net/~becraft/matthew.htm
The "Constitution" was a product of the "states" NOT the people
If the terms of the Judicial Article in the Constitution had been completely
spelled out, the intended legal debauchery, it would have been rejected
Article V of the Constitution was written to place the Congress in control of the
amending process NOT the people
Then the lieyers further tricked the people and Congress by overlaying garments of
corporate legal fiction illegitimately over the people
Then Congress passed the Judiciary Act of 1789 which they knew the people nor
the states would ratify so they asked the President to sign it into law
At the same time the Bill of Rights were used as a distraction ploy according to
Ralph Boryszewski "The Constitution That Never Was"
 These hundred plus rights were watered down to 10 Amendments NOT
Articles
The Civil War was not about slavery as much as it was about northern
manufacturing tyranny over the South
We have the unconstitutional take over and cover up of the American monetary


5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
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13.
14.

15.
16.
17.

system via the unFederal UnReserve Act, Christmas holidays of 1913
We have the take down and cover up of private property with the never fully ratified
16th Amendment taxing wages instead of only corporate profit and gain
We have the take down and cover up of the taxing of private property which is NOT
apportioned to every man, women and child
 AND Direct taxes were never approved as they were written and weasel
worded into the Constitution
 AND Direct taxes were not wanted and went against the Founders own
Declaration of Independence and Laws of Nature and Nature's God
World War I was completely orchestrated - Read "The Creature From Jekyll
Island" Edward Griffin
WWII was a direct karmic result of WWI, the politicians turned a blind eye
during the Versailles Treaty and allowed the Germans to rearm
We have had 16 nuclear crises of cold war from 1946 to 1985, 14 initiated by
USA Inc and 2 initiated by USA & USSR.

18.
"Brainwashed For War - Programmed To Kill" Matthias Chang, pg. 32
"The National Intelligence Strategy of the United States of America:
Transformation through Integration and Innovation"
 http://www.dni.gov/publications/NISOctober2005.pdf
Add all the presidential and other government official assignations and unexplained
deaths
The "man caused" global warming myth and cover up
The "alternative" energy myth and cover up
The usurious interest on free government printed money cover up
The illegitimate and unnecessary direct taxing of Americans cover up
The illegitimate green land taking myths and cover ups
The illegitimate "zoning", Sustaining Death and Growth Management and herding
of Americans cover up


19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

27. The illegitimate coding, tracking, fining, permitting, licensing of

American private property
IV. Lysander Spooner and those against the Federalist one union government plan
were prophetic...






The Federalist represented the creditor and business classes who sought to secure
their investments in the war including their bonds and securities
Without a one central government, those who invested in the war could not collect
on their government securities
Without a one central judiciary, those who ran businesses giving credit could not so
easily collect
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They also sought to secure their black slaves, their indentured slaves, their women,
their young men too young to own land, those who did not qualify to vote
The Federalist recreated a charter to impose a sophisticated form of a central
judicial debtors prisons in England
They designed a federal central prevailing judiciary that quickly overwhelmed the
several states.
The Lieyers saw too their own perpetuation by infiltrating and collapsing the
independence of the three separate branches.
Many of the Federalist were trained in England and prayed to the King, even
General George Washington.
America was heavily occupied by English
 English soldiers and government types were living and sleeping in their
communities and their homes.
 One third of the some 3 million colonists were sympathetic to the King
 Exactly like America is occupied now by the police state.
 Exactly like America is betrayed by at least a third of its own

One can make an easy case, that the European and English forces which early Americans
ran from, beat them at their own game.





The battle of the American Revolution was only won by divine intervention, but
the war was lost before the battle begun.
The post era to the great American Rebellion and experiment was designed to fail.
Power, profit and greed follow and preceded, where the free Sons and Daughters of
America freely choose to live

These same dark maniacal forces rule America and the world today.





We have NO government, it is a Racket run by Mobs
Natural Born, sovereign and free Americans CANNOT BE REPRESENTED
OR LEGISLATED OR JUDICATED OR ADMINISTRATED
Only a jury of their peers can decide the laws and the verdict against them AFTER
physical injury NOT BEFORE.

All of these cover ups are exploitations to stampede Americans into fear thereby
justifying a tapestry of legislative, judicial and executive tyrannical taking.
V. America, the corporate state, as well as the several states exist because of all
these cover ups.


Americans must wake up to the fact they have been abducted by foreign illegal
aliens.
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These foreign groups are not so foreign as you may like to believe.
They came after US when they saw how lucrative individual freedom and liberty
can be.
Then they overlaid themselves upon US trying to confuse and dilute the natural born
sovereignty.

Both John McCain and Barry Soetoro are not natural born citizens nor are they
naturalized, which makes them both illegal aliens.











This is why the Democrats offered to pass special legislation to make Senator
McCain a legal citizen.
This is why the Republican party never brought up the issue of Barry Soetoro's
illegitimacy to run.
Just because one or two parents are American citizens does not a natural born
make.
It is no accident that we have a illegitimate illegal alien in the White House.
American political party diehards need to shake themselves out of their self
imposed stupor.
Once you ignore the founding and fundamental laws of the land and the Laws of
Nature, not even Jesus would save the country

The dark side controls the horizontal and the vertical on your boob tube.




You are in the "Outer Limits", the "Twilight Zone" and the "Land of Oz" all at the
same time, in America.
It is a black hole in political space that is sucking in every piece of private and
public property in American and the world.

A case can be made that the world under the old British Empire and the East India
Trading Company continues on with their agenda to enslave the world for profit and
power. As the East India Trading Company and the Africans themselves profited on
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the enslavement of their own kind and as China was enslaved by the exporting of Opium,
we are all enslaved by this global beast.
The names of the abductors are changed to protect the guilty, but the game is the same,
whether church or state. Americans must drop their religious political ideological fervor
and move from this encounter of the 4th kind to one of the 5th kind.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close_encounter.
Just because you vote, receive a check in the mail from the corporate state or from the
corporation & go on vacations, DO NOT be beguiled or deceived. You are NOT free in
any sense of the meaning. The system is fixed and rigged absolutely. The Bankers,
Bench, Bar and Big Business Brokers have enslaved US all.
If you think you are free and you or your family has fought and died to keep this broken
paradigm turning, you are asleep at your post.











Your apparent choices are preselected.
Your mainstream media is canned.
You are fed selective misinformation to make you act and believe the way you do.
Your are educated to be what you have become.
You have become a cyborg programmed with the selective narrow, out of context
"facts" to make hard truth decisions more easy for you
You have only one job do and that is what you have been educated, legislated,
judicated or administrated to do.
You are not programmed to be free in America
Freedom and liberty are reprogrammed as terrorist activities to the security of the
"Homeland" fascist.

V. Remember there are NO accidents










"Accidents" are predetermined events that happen out of ignorance of the
power of hate.
"Miracles" are predetermined events that happen out of ignorance of the power
of love.
It is time We Americans love each other to each other free and enough to cast
out our FOREIGN government
 AS WELL AS OUR FOREIGN political parties
 AND ALL THOSE FOREIGN PUPPETTERS WHO CONTROL US

We are not corporate OR government employees who can be
educated, legislated, judicated or administrated into exile
We cannot be represented away, nor lied too, nor threaten, nor
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jailed, nor imprison for protecting our country or property
All while the corporate state elite and their media COVER UP
their treasonous crimes against US
All those agents who touch private and public property directly
or indirectly are guilty of abduction of the 4th kind

Wake up America, for God's sake and YOUR sake, defy this corporate state
illusion who is protecting you from yourself and anarchy to Itself.
The second American Revolution and the second Civil War started long
ago. This is a silent war of taking by deception, coercion, collision and cover
ups.
One day you will wake up to realize you do not own your home, your
land, your country, your government, your life, your vehicles, your animals
or your estate. One day you will NOT have any of your unalienable rights nor
the arms to protect them from being taken.

That "one day" has come long long ago.
Jack Venrick
Enumclaw, Washington
www.freedomforallseasons.org
The Boeing Company 30 Years Retired
B.S. Electrical Engineering
M.S. Applied Science
Industrial Engineering
Business Administration
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